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Vol.1

Introduction

Thank you very much for purchasing the TBHD Remote Rig Control Server Software RRS-Pi.
RRS-Pi is a “remote control” system that controls a transceiver set remotely using Raspberry
Pi3 Model B via the Internet line. Please carefully read this instruction manual and make
settings. Before you operate the transceiver station equipment, please be sure to be done by an
amateur transceiver operator. In addition to knowledge of transceiver equipment, PC skill is
necessary to use this product. Regarding the settings on the transceiver, you can study by
yourself, tell your friends, try and find the best settings by repeated trial and error. Also, if you
insert a Micro SD card into other Raspberry Pi you obtained it will not work RRS-Pi. If the file in
the Micro SD card is damaged, please send it to TBHD along with the included Raspberry Pi.
l

Reinstallation cost 2,000 JPY.

l

Exchange of Raspberry Pi main unit 5,000 JPY

l

Micro SD card exchange 3,000 JPY (including reinstallation).
Customer is responsible for shipping cost.

（PAYPAL available）

Things to prepare before setting
This product package includes the MicroSD card with RRS-Pi program installed and
Raspberry Pi3 Model B. (MicroSD card has already been mounted on Raspberry Pi when
shipping.)
To set up RRS-Pi, you need a PC connected to the Internet and a WEB browser with Adobe
Flash Player installed. Please prepare in advance and proceed.
The latest Adobe Flash Player can be downloaded from the following.
It is also convenient to work while reading the user manuals of the router and the transceiver.
http://get.adobe.com/jp/flashplayer/

Disclaimer
We are not responsible for any accidents or damages caused by customers or third parties
during use of this product.
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Notes
(1) Please be sure to read the notes on the instruction manual attached to Raspberry Pi 3
Model B.
(2) Copying and distributing this software is forbidden.
(3) The copyright of this software belongs to TBHD Corporation. Reverse-engineering and
modification of the program is a crime.
(4) Please do not accidentally pull out MicroSD card during operation. The system may be
damaged. Make sure to power down from the management menu.
(5) This software works only with the included Raspberry Pi3 Model B. It does not work with
other Raspberry Pi.

Usage image
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Connection to transceiver
Before starting up, it is necessary to check the setting on the transceiver device side. The
important thing is to check the communication speed connecting the transceiver with the RRSPi and change it accordingly. Also, if you use a USB connection type transceiver such as FT 991 or when using the data port for voice input, you need to switch from MENU of the
transceiver.

Supported transceivers
Models that can be directly connected
FTDX3000、FT-991、FT-991A、TS-590、TS-590G、TS-990、K3S、KX3*
*KX3 must use USB-DAC sound card for connecting audio.
Models that need to be converted to RS232C （Require use YAESU SCU-17）
FTDX5000、FTDX1200、FT-2000、FTDX9000、K3
These models are connected via SCU-17 with the manufacturer 's original cables.
FT-450、FT-950、TS-2000、TS-480、TS-870、TS-850、TS-570、TS-950
These models, need to make an audio cable yourself.

Network settings
The procedure varies depending on the network environment, but here is a setting method
using a general UPnP compatible router. UPnP is a function to easily access digital home
appliances such as DLNA, placed in a private LAN from the external Internet. If UPnP
supported router is installed, a function to automatically perform the bridging of the ports
necessary for communication with the external network is provided. With this mechanism,
troublesome port setting becomes unnecessary. Also, since the IP address used for RRS-Pi is
automatically assigned by DHCP, network setting on the RRS-Pi side is unnecessary at the
initial stage. If it operates normally, you can reach RRS-Pi by specifying the WAN side · IP
address (either domain name or IP address) from the Internet side and accessing from the web
browser, but also you can connect directly from the LAN.
If you want to do so, you must find the local IP address assigned by DHCP. Login to the router
and check DHCP's log, it turns out. But there is more simple way to check the address without
checking the log.
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It is also possible to use manual setting of router as necessary.

（1）

How to check the WAN IP address
You can check the global IP address allocated to the gateway of the connected LAN
simply by clicking the link below.
https://whatismyipaddress.com

（2）

How to find a local IP address
It is a method to investigate using IP address scanner from PC or smartphone on the
same LAN as RRS-Pi. If there are few active terminals in the LAN, you can easily
locate the local address in this way. If there are many terminals to which IP
addresses are assigned, we recommend you to check the DHCP log of the router.
Windows, OSX, Linux all available to download.
Network Scanner

https://www.softperfect.com/download/

Smartphone
Fing

https://www.fing.io/

You can access the RRS-Pi by specifying local IP address from inside the LAN and also WAN
side IP address from the Internet. If you launch a web browser from PC / Mac on which Adobe
Flash Player is installed and enter the IP address in the URL field, it will be connected to the
login screen of RRS-Pi. The initial ID and password are both "rrsadmin". After logging in, you
first need to set the type of transceiver and the connection method. If you reload the web page
by adding “/admin” after the local (or WAN side) IP address, the administration pages will
appear.

Operations
Start Raspberry Pi. Since there is no power switch in Raspberry Pi, power is turned on by
inserting the AC adapter. (AC adapter not included)
Before turning on the power, we recommend connecting the LAN environment to which the
UPnP-equipped Internet router is connected and the USB cable for connecting to the
transceiver.
Also, do not pull out the AC adapter while the RED or GREEN LED on Raspberry Pi is blinking.
The system may be damaged and may not start. Be sure to go from the “Administration Pages”
when shutting down.
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Settings and Controls
（１） How to check IP Address
Check the IP address set in RRS-Pi (main unit) by the method described in the previous
section.
（２） Login to RRS-Pi
Enter the IP address examined in the previous section in the browser and open the
login screen. For the default account, please login with ID =“rrsadmin”, Pass =
“rrsadmin”. Please change it from user account after setting.

Press Login = Access to the PC interface.
Press Smart phone = Access to Smartphone Interface.

（３） How to access “Administration Pages”
Access the “Administration Pages” by adding "/ admin" to the IP address to be
entered in the URL field of the web browser.

By default, the local IP address

obtained from DHCP and the WAN IP address set on the gateway side of the router are
displayed. When accessing from the LAN, if accessing the local IP from the Internet,
use the WAN side IP address.

（４） Error of UPnP
If you can not access from the Internet using UPnP, it is possible that UPnP is not
working properly. Click "Delete Mapping" and click "Mapping Overwrite" after 5 minutes.
Still if you can not access it, there is a possibility that UPnP is occupied by other
network equipment.

l

The port 22 is used to receive paid support. Normally turn it off.

l

Please use the network type as DHCP normally. If you want to fix the IP address, select
Static. In this case, you can not use UPnP and you need to map ports on the router. This is
for advanced users.
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l

Although it is possible to use wireless LAN, it is not a guarantee of operation in all
environments. Please do not use wired LAN simultaneously when using wireless LAN. If
you connect simultaneously, the network is not recognized correctly.

Transceiver and Audio settings
Set up transceiver and voice. Click the "Save Changes" button at the bottom of the
page according to the transceiver to which you want to connect each item (Model,
Connection speed, Baud rate, Stop bit Parity, Flow control etc.).
l

When you using FTDX 3000, FT - 991, TS - 590, TS - 990, and SCU - 17, select "USB × 2"
for the serial interface.
Please adjust the “Baud Rate” with the speed of the transceiver’s setting..

l

Please change the buffering value accordingly according to the usage environment.

l

In the case of Yaesu transceiver, transceiver frequency side will change MIC SELECT,
PORT SELCT for each mode to USB (or DATA or REAR). Please also change CAT control
to USB. CW is possible with PC KEYING setting. When using via SCU - 17, please
connect according to the attached instruction manual. For Kenwood transceivers, CW
keying is enabled by turning on “VOX”.

PC Interface
f you want to display the PC interface, delete “/ admin” below from the URL field of the browser
and reload (IP address only), or click "PC" in the Left side menu of “Administrator Pages”, If the
transceiver is powered on and RRS-Pi is operating normally, the following screen will appear.
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FTDX3000’s interface
・ POWER OFF button
Turn off the transceiver. (Power on can be enabled depending on model)
・ Band selection
It is a changeover switch of operable frequency band of compatible transceiver.
・ VFO A display VFO B indication
VFO Displays the frequency set in A / B.
・ A / B button
Swap VFO A / B. Only VFO A can be sent.
For SPLIT operation, set TX for VFO A and RX for VFO B.
・ A> B button
Copy the VFO A setting to VFO B.
・ SPLIT
It is used for SPLIT operation.
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・ Frequency slider
It is used to move the frequency greatly in the band.
・ Frequency direct input field
Enter the frequency in KHz unit and return.
・ Frequency up / down (← →) button, Frequency step pulldown switching (up and down)
Specify the frequency step with the center pulldown and operate. Frequency steps are 1.0 KHz, 2.5
KHz, 5.0 KHz in the upper row, 1 Hz, 10 Hz, 100 Hz, 200 Hz, 500 Hz in the lower row.
Each click will cause the frequency to change at the specified step.
・

It is possible to operate by ← → key of PC keyboard.

・ TX / RX button
It is a transmit / receive (PTT) button.
・ Server reboot
Click this button when restarting Raspberry Pi, such as in case of abnormality or when changing
settings on the administration screen. We recommend restarting even if the operation is unstable.
・ Under the mode change button differs for each model.
FT - 2000, FTDX 3000, FTDX 5000, and FTDX 9000 have a rotator control panel. (Functioned only
when a rotator / controller is connected to the transceiver)The lower left corner of the screen is a
monitoring video by the USB camera.When not using it, turn off VIDEO button.

CW Mode
PC keying is possible in CW mode. In addition,“the memory keyer“ works by registering fixed phrases
in the memory of RRS-Pi side. In FTDX 3000 and FT - 991, side tone can’t be monitored. It is possible
to monitor by using the SCU-17 and feeding back the analog AF. Be sure to install a microphone
(sound card) on the PC even in case of CW operation. If you do not install a microphone, Flash Player
does not work well.
Standard mode
The character string entered in the keying field on the upper right is hit in real time. For normal CW
QSO, this mode is useful.
Batch mode (click TEXT)
Click the TEXT button and enter characters in the keying field. When you press the SEND button, the
input character string will be transmitted. It is convenient for CQ and fixed form letters. If you press the
STOP button even while keying is being stopped, transmission will be interrupted.
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Memory Keyer mode
Using the Memory Keyer, click the setting button in the upper right of the screen, display the sub
window, and click the CW Memory tag.

KX3’s interface
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Memory Keyer

Smartphone access
To use smartphones, please use "Puffin" or access the Smartphone interface from "Smart
phone" on login screen. Safari, Chrome, and the other browsers are not accepted "Adobe Flash
Player". "Puffin" has a "Flash Player" in their own component. It mean, can use it like PC
interface. However, "Flash" needs many CPU tasks, so consumption of the battery becomes
remarkable.
RRS-Pi's smartphone interface (HTML5) is provided with only the minimum necessary
functions. Any web browser are available to access HTML5, but an IAX2 client ("Zoiper" is
recommended) is required for VoIP transfer.

Suppressing the consumption of the battery

compared to when using Puffin, it can also be used as a "jog-wheel" when using the PC
interface. The frequency counter of PC interface doesn’t work in this case.
IAX2 account name and uniquely generated password are displayed in the System information
of the Administration Pages. Copy or transfer them to the smartphone and set it to IAX2 client.

When using IAX, set port 4569 (UDP) of "Network setting" to "YES"
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"Zoiper" can be downloaded from the “App Store” or “Google Play”.

Settings:
Lunch → Settings → Accounts → tap the top right + button → tap Yes →
Manual configuration → tap IAX account
Account name:

Enter the account of RRS-Pi

Server:

Enter WAN side IP address (gateway address)

User name:

“rrsiax”

Password:

Displayed in the “system information”

Enable on start: ON
→ tap the top left “Accounts” → tap “Register” → fnish
How to use:

Lunch → Dialpad → “100 “and tap Call → connect to RRS-Pi
End : click “End Call”

Note:
Connection from local IP network may not be possible. Please try from
global IP network.
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PC Keyboard access
The following "shortcut" is possible from the keyboard. [Arrow keys ← →]

You can operate

with the following frequency “up / down” buttons, each slider. It can be fine operation is possible
than mouse and pad, Zero-in etc. will be easier.

how to use
Move the cursor to the button or slider you want to operate, click (drag) once. Next, when you
operate "key ← →" on the keyboard, the frequency goes up and down.
Transmission / reception: z
Pess "z" on the keyboard in the reception state, it changes to the transmission state: TX.
Press z" on the keyboard in the transmission state switches to the reception status: RX.
Other key bindings
It is described in the appendix of this manual.

Operation by Jog wheel / Foot switch
RRS-Pi supports “Jog wheel” and “Foot switch” operation. Using optical encoders such as
“Griffintechnology’s PowerMate”, you get a feeling close to the actual operation of the
transceiver.

Setting method
While reading the instruction attached to the product, please register "← →" "z" etc. function.
(Example)

“←”: counterclockwise rotation “→”: clockwise rotation z: Jog wheel click etc.

how to use
Move the cursor to the button or slider you want to operate, and click (drag) once. Next, when
you operate the Jogwheel, the operation assigned by [Setting method]

becomes possible.

Transmission / Reception (z key) functions, if the RRS-Pi’s PC interface can be operated.
Foot switch
Also "USB foot switch" can be used.

USB Camera
RRS-Pi can use UVC compliant USB camera. In order to avoid conflicts with the voice port, we
recommend using a "microphone-less" type USB camera. Since the interlaced video video is
adopted, network traffic can be kept to a minimum, but if you want to further suppress traffic with
ADSL etc., click on the VIDEO button at the bottom left of the interface to stop video transmit.
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Direct CAT command function
RRS-Pi implements most of the commands for operating the transceiver. Depending on the
model of the transceiver, an optional command is prepared in addition to the basic functions.
Clicking the small setting button at the upper right of the PC interface opens an options window.
You can send the CAT command directly from the field that appears by clicking the CAT
Command tab. In order to master this function, detailed knowledge of transceiver equipment
and personal computer is necessary. Please use it at your own risk. For details, refer to the
“command reference” specific to the transceiver.

Use of dynamic DNS
If it is not a fixed IP address environment, the IP address may change irregularly. Dynamic DNS
(DDNS) is a mechanism for connecting with the same URL all the time. RRS-Pi supports DDNS
service compatible with “dyndns2 protocol”. Depending on your router, it may be compatible
with DDNS as a function of the router. In that case please use the router equipped function.
Also, router manufacturers and Internet providers may be offering DDNS services.
When using DDNS with RRS-Pi, it is necessary to use the dynamic DNS link of the
“Administrator Pages”. Please open and enter the following information.
DDNS service includes No-IP (http://www.noip.com/) etc.
Ø

Use DDNS → Set to Yes to use.

Ø

IP check service address → Usually you do not need to change.

Ø

DDNS service address → Please contact your DDNS service (in case of No-IP:
dynupdate.no-ip.com).

Ø

SSL: Please contact your service.

Ø

Login ID: Login name registered in the service.

Ø

Password: Password registered for the service.

Ø

Domain name to use: Customer's address registered in the DDNS service (eg No: IP:
your-address.ddns.net).
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Vol.2 Support
Section 1 net update
In order to always use RRS-Pi in the latest state, we provide updater of operation interface.
Please periodically check "System Information" on “Administrator Pages” and follow the
instructions on the screen to update yourself.

Section 2 Function Upgrade
RRS-Pi supports various functional enhancements to be provided in the future.
For details please check with the information posted on our website (http://tbhd.jp/).
In addition, when upgrading the function, we need to send Raspberry Pi3 and MicroSD card to
our company.

Section 3 Support for operation and setting
We sell RRS-Pi on the assumption that owners themselves will do all "setting of radio", "LAN
setting etc". Because PCs and network environments to be used vary widely, it is difficult to
verify them individually. Please be aware that we do not support anything about this. Although it
has been reported that malfunction will occur due to compatibility between MicroSD card and
Raspberry, we have selected microSD cards that are compatible with Raspberry Pi and use it.
For details, please collect information on yourself, such as obtaining information on Raspberry
Pi related books and the Internet.

Vol.3 Trouble shooting / Caution
l

When the response becomes dull, click the Server reboot button and restart it. In addition,
problems caused by communication environment may be resolved by reloading the
browser.

l

Restarting the router after setting may conflict IP addresses with other network devices.
Please restart RRS-Pi at such time.

l

It is possible to use it from within the LAN, and if you can’t connect from the WAN side,
there is a possibility that the security setting of the provider has changed.

l

When the firmware of the router is updated, it is possible that "various settings return to
factory default", "default setting overwritten", etc.
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l

It may become unusable by changing the PC environment during use. Especially enough
for "Antivirus software settings", "Sharing with other software using audio devices such as
microphones", "Trouble with using deprecated Internet Explorer", "Misconfiguration of
Adobe Flash Player" etc. Please take care. Moreover, it may become usable by changing
OS security level.

l

Raspberry Pi 3 requires an AC adapter of 2.5 amp or more. If you use an AC adapter with
2.0 amp or less, the unit can’t start up properly. Always use the recommended AC adapter.

Operation verification environment (PC):
Windows series: Windows 7 to Windows 10.0
Mac OS X 10.8 - Mac OS X 10.13
Adobe Flash Player
Internet Explorer, Safari, Fire Fox, Safari, Opera versions
Operational verification environment (Smartphone):
iPhone / iPad series: iOS 10 ~ iOS 11
Android type: Android 4.0 or later
Zoiper (available both Free version and Paid version) with Chrome, Safari, Opera.
(P12)

Please note the following. There is a possibility that data in the microSD card will be damaged
and it will not be able to start up, there is a possibility that the Raspberry Pi will break down.

l

Booting microSD card with other Raspberry Pi.

l

Access to files in microSD card.

l

Pull out the AC adapter while Raspberry Pi's access LED is blinking.

l

Connect devices not compatible to the USB terminal.

l

Use at high temperature (over 40 degrees Celsius), low temperature (0 degrees Celsius or
less) in a humid environment.

l
Be sure to use Raspberry Pi 3 in a state that it is incorporated in the case. The simplified
case can be purchased at Amazon etc.
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RMKS Assign shortcut keys

Key

Function of RRS-Pi

a (A)

Switch to AM mode

c (B)

Switch to CW mode

f (F)

Switch to FM mode

l (L)

Switch to LSB mode

u (U)

Switch to USB mode

s (S)

SPLIT ON

z (Z)

TX / RX change

<--

-->

Frequency UP / DOWN

Shift + <-- -->

Frequency step change

/

VFO A / VFO B change

＝

VFO A = VFO B

TBHD Inc.
1-18-1 Edakita, Aoba Yokohama Japan
sales@tbhd.jp

RRS-Pi Owner's Manual Ver.1.2.0
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